PEDICURE

LEGATO LOUNGE

#31060

The Legato Lounge takes body, mind & spiritual rejuvenation to a
whole new dimension of experience. Co-created by Touch America
and So Sound® Solutions’, this adjustable, Zero Gravity relaxation
lounge cradles your body in the supreme comfort of 3” memory foam.
As you experience the waves of sound and music resonating through
you like a deeply transformational sound healing massage, your mind
is lulled into a deep state of inner peace, clarity and calm. The sensory
integrative So Sound® Acoustic Resonance Technology has been
successfully used within therapeutic settings for more than 30 years.
Science now proves that the “vibes” we resonate with, consciously or
not, have a profound effect on our health, happiness, relationships,
performance, and overall sense of wellbeing.
STANDARD BASE COLOR:
Shown with optional
white upholstery.
SoSound requires
headphones - not
included.

STANDARD VINYL COLORS:

ALMOND

WENGE

CAMEL

(Please inquire for custom upholstery and finish options.)

IN COLLABORATION WITH:

Chromotherapy option: Colored light adjusts
the bodies vibrations to healing frequencies.

OPTIONS & ADD-ONS:

So Sound® Acoustics Residence Technology™
4 Speaker 31060-SO

Motorized adjustment operated via hand control.

Sound Hearts™ work with headphones for a blissful experience.

TOP:
Top design

Materials

Ergonomic design offers surprising comfort while lounging on extra plush 3”
gel memory foam. Ergonomically shaped to help release stress by reducing
blood pressure.
SoftTouch upholstered cushion on nylon hammock

Top size

32.5” x 69”

BASE & FRAME:
Materials
Finish
Capacity
Tilt

Solid rubberwood
Wenge finish
Static weight capacity 450 lbs. Suitable for persons up to 6’4” in height
Motorized adjustment holds Lounge in any position

ELECTRICAL:

110VAC 5 Amp

GUARANTEES:
Structure
Mesh fabric
SoSound

2 yrs. on frame/structure
2 yrs. on materials
1 yr.

WEIGHTS:
Lounge weight
Shipping weight - boxed
Shipping dimensions

150 lbs.
185 lbs.
83” x 39” x 37”

MOTORS & CONTROLS

